BEGINNER
CUBIC RIGHT ANGLE WEAVE CUBES

This pattern is written for beginners or those having trouble learning Cubic Right Angle Weave.
I recommend using 8/o seed beads to get used to the thread path and how to see and hold
the cubes, then move to 11/o seed beads once you have an understanding of the pattern.

Materials Needed:
1 5gr. Seed beads A
8/o Beg. - 11/o Adv. Beg.

2 1 gr. Seed beads B (one size
smaller) 11/o Beg. - 15/o
Adv. Beg.

3 Fireline 8/o beads use 8lb
11/o beads use 6lb

4 Beading Needle and
Scissors

Cubic Right Angle Weave is a fundamental
bead weaving stitch that is used in a lot of
projects because it allows for exibility in
bead movement and structural integrity of
more detailed and dimensional designs.
CRAW can be di cult for some people to
learn, because you are beading multiple
sides of a project at one time. This 3dimensional view is not one we are used to,
and until you “see it” it can be tricky to
gure out.
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EACH side of the box consists of 4 beads,
these beads are also shared with the side
next to them.

This lesson breaks down the process into
the smallest part - the CUBE. Subsequent
lessons will expand on the cube and add
elements you will most often see in bead
weaving projects.
A cube is basically a single unit of the
CRAW pattern. It is like a box. It has 4
sides, and a top and bottom.

AGREEMENT:
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CRAW #1

1. Needle onto a arm-length of Fireline
(about 3 feet)

5. Repeat Step 4.

2. Add 4 seed beads. After stringing the
last bead draw the needle through all 4
beads again +2
3. Pull this little square down to the lower
end of your thread, living a 2 inch tail to
hold on to.

SIDE 1

SIDE 2.

SIDE 3

Right now it looks like a strip of beads
(above) and not very impressive.
6. FOLD the beadwork in half, bringing the
left and right most beads next to each
other.
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4. Add 3 seed beads and circle back
through the bead exited above, go all
the way around again, +2 beads.

7. Add 1 seed bead, draw through the
other side bead, and add another seed
bead - draw through the same bead you
are currently exiting - and go around that
circle again.

SIDE 1

SIDE 2
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SIDE 4

8. Tighten the bottom by circling through
the 4 beads (a shared bead from each
side of the box) highlighted in BLUE on
the diagram twice.
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9. Use a side bead to move your thread to
the top of the box, and tighten it. Circle
through the 4 beads (a shared bead from
each side of the box) highlighted in
ORANGE on the diagram twice.
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Suddenly, you have a cube!! It should look
the same on all sides and be pretty rm and
not too wobbly. If you need to, follow the
thread path and
thread through any
sides that need
rming up.
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Embellish it!
10. Circle through the top
and bottom side again,
adding 1 B between
each A bead.
**The B beads should be
1 size smaller than the A
beads**
Now you have a tiny cube that can be
used as a bead in your own design! AND
you are well on the way to learning CRAW.
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Things are taking shape! We now have 4
sides to the box, and all beads in place.
Keep the box pinched together like this and
rotate it to the bottom side. (Direction where
the needle is pointing)

Beaded Beads are fun and
interesting to use in many
applications. Make some in
di erent sizes and colors, try
making them out of crystals,
pearls, or wood beads; the
possibilities are endless!

Finishing:
From wherever your thread has ended up,
tie a half-hitch knot, needle through
adjacent beads and repeat tying knots in
2-3 locations before clipping the thread.
HALF-HITCH KNOT: Small sewing knot that is
tied around existing thread.
Needle under an existing thread and pull the
needle through the loop of working-thread
before pulling all the way though. Makes a small
locking-knot that can be hidden between beads.

Let’s Connect:
My focus is to create patterns that are both
skill-building and versatile. I believe when we
understand how a technique works, we are
more con dent in using and customizing it
to suit our creative vision.
I hope you enjoyed this project and had fun
working through it. Please reach out to me
with any thoughts or ideas. Let’s bead and
learn together!
-Sue Neel

• Use the cubes as spacer beads and
earring dangles.

• Try making them out of di erent size
and types of beads!

ARCABEADIES.com @bead_addict for
new designs, schedules, and kits!
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Join our beader forum on Facebook:
“Bead Buddies!”

